EMAIL PROTECTION SERVICE
EPS

EPS
Cybersprint’s Email Protection Service (EPS) is a cloud-based
Digital Risk Protection (DRP) solution for securing an organisation’s
email infrastructure and protecting against email fraud.
There are three tools that work together to protect your email
infrastructure: SPF (Sender Policy Framework), DKIM (DomainKeys
Identified Mail), and DMARC (Domain-based Message
Authenticating, Reporting and Conformance).
DMARC builds on the authentication standards SPF and DKIM, which do the
actual email info validation. Together, they check, filter and report fraudulent
emails used for phishing and email spoofing by validating the ‘hidden’ information
of an email and determining what happens when it doesn’t pass authentication.

“DMARC enables you to filter and
report fraudulent emails.”
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95%

of successful cyber
attacks start with
spear phishing.1

EMAIL SPOOFING
INTRODUCTION AND ADDED VALUE OF DMARC
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1 Alignment DMARC verifies if
the sender address in the email
message matches the sender’s
envelope address and/or signature
domain name. This alignment step
solves both mentioned flaws.
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SPF checks whether a
mailserver is allowed to
send email on behalf of the
organisation. Allowed
servers are whitelisted in
the SPF configuration.
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DKIM provides a
signature which can be
used to check if an email
message is authentic
and unchanged during
transport.

Flaws
1 SPF only verifies the
envelope sender, the
message itself can still
contain a faked sender
address.
2 DKIM signature is not
automatically validated
against sender address in
the message.

DMARC provides a
solution to these
problems, together
with additional
features.

2 Delivery Policy If DMARC
checks fail, organisations can
instruct receivers on whether to
deliver, quarantine or reject the
invalid messages.
3 Reporting DMARC enables
organisations to collect information
about mail flows within and outside
their IT infrastructure through
DMARC reports.

“GAIN INSIGHTS INTO YOUR
EMAIL FOOTPRINT, AND
PREVENT EMAIL SPOOFING.”

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Emails sent from and to your organisation contain specific domain
and mail server information. Without the right tools, you cannot
discover the emails that don’t match this information.
The SPF and DKIM standards assess your email traffic. SPF checks
whether the mail server is whitelisted to send emails from your
organisation, and DKIM adds a signature to the email to make sure
the email isn’t altered when it goes from sender to receiver.
Based on the results of these steps and the policies you have set
up, DMARC will automatically process emails by accepting them, or
rejecting / flagging them when they don’t pass the tests. This is the
remediate phase of the process. Extensive reporting will help you in
identifying who is behind the email attacks and will also identify any
misconfiguration of your email infrastructure. Additionally, everyone
who uses your email address without permission will be exposed.

$1.6 mln
Average cost for a
company to recover from
a successful phishing
attack.2

HOW CAN CYBERSPRINT HELP?
Cybersprint’s Digital Risk Protection platform offers solutions to help
you secure your email traffic. We provide actionable insights into your
email security compliance level, your own email footprint, and the
ways in which cyber criminals are trying to abuse it.
This helps preventing cyber criminals from reaching employees with
phishing emails, and from imitating your organisation when they
target third parties.
Our DRP platform delivers strategic threat intelligence of these
email spoofing campaigns, including predictive threat mitigation
suggestions based on your email footprint. This will proactively
protect your organistion from this #1 digital threat.
Contact us today to find out how we can help you successfully
protect your email infrastructure and employees against attacks.
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“Improving Your Security Awareness Campaigns: Examples from
Behavioral Science” https://securityintelligence.com/improving-yoursecurity-awareness-campaigns-examples-from-behavioral-science/
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“Phishing Statistics: What Every Business Needs to Know”
https://blog.dashlane.com/phishing-statistics/

ABOUT CYBERSPRINT Cybersprint helps organisations achieve instant control over their visible and hidden
digital risks to mitigate cyber threats related to their business, brand, online data and employees.
Our DRP SaaS platform provides a continuous and automated process of identifying and managing your online
footprint and associated external digital threats.
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